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About Atlantis Institute
The Atlantis Institute was founded by Crystal Therapist and Teacher, David Ellis,
who began his training in 1995 and qualified as a Crystal Therapist in 1997, he also
studied Colour Therapy and became a Therapist in 1998.
In 2008 the Atlantis Centre was built in Gorey, County Wexford, Ireland where
Atlantis Institute was created and facilitated courses and workshops in Crystal
Therapy and Colour Therapy.
In 2019 David moved to Europe to teach to a broader audience and to relocate
Atlantis Institute, however, quick on the tails of his move, COVID19 took a hold of the
world and prevented any forward movement for 99% of the population. This is truly a
time for reflection. To read more about David and The Atlantis Institute, click here.
“If I have no honour or integrity – then I have nothing”
David Ellis

About our Chakra and Aura Anatomy Course
The energy fields that surround and permeate the physical body are of prime
importance to our wellness and well-being This is where dark or negative energy
becomes trapped or stored and causes blocks to the flow of Source energy, an
energy we cannot live without. This course will allow you see the importance of the
electro-magnetic field, and how to bring balance to that field in healing oneself and
others.
This course explore why our energy system can become blocked and methods to
clear those blocks as well as a full understanding of the function of the Aura and
Chakra systems and how they interact with the physical and emotional self.
Our courses are online learning and can be conducted either by self-learning or tutor
assisted or tutor trained.
Self-Learning Course

Self-Learning with
Email Support

You will be provided with your own study room online
where your course material, tutor notes, videos and exam
questionnaires will be available.
You will be provided with your own study room online
where your course material, tutor notes, videos and exam
questionnaires will be available. Full unlimited Email
support.

All our courses are fully accredited. Please see the accreditation page for each
course accreditation.

Chakra and Aura Anatomy Practitioners Course
Accredited?

Yes

Suitable for beginners?

Yes

Any Prerequisites?

Yes
Be Open to Possibilities
Be open and prepared to look at your own
shadow side and heal yourself
Be prepared to let go of your old beliefs
Be open to change

How many modules are there?

4

How long is the course?

Minimum 4 Months

Can I complete the course sooner?

No

What is included in this Course?
Self-Learning Course:

E-Manuals x 4, E-Exam Paper x 5, EDiploma Certificate.

Self-Learning with Email Support:

E-Manuals x 4, E-Exam Paper x 5, Posted Diploma Certificate. Full unlimited Email
support.

Skill Level on Completion

Practitioner in Aura and Chakra Energy

Title on Completion

Certified Chakra & Aura Anatomy Therapist
Use of AIDipCAA or AIDip Certified Chakra
& Aura Anatomy Therapist

Payment Plan
EFT, Credit Card, PayPal
Self-Learning Course
€89
Self-Learning with Email Support
€189
Kit
€60

What will I learn?
Learning Outcomes:

The Chakra and Aura System, the energy
system that propels human beings at an
etheric level. The understanding of physical
traumas that embed into the Etheric Energy
memory and create blockages to prevent
conventional healing.
Understanding what the Aura is and what
are Chakras, learning their locations and
their intrinsic function.
The importance of their Yin and Yang
aspect, colour and energy expression.
Their communication on a physical and
intuitive level and physical and emotional
problems associated with the Chakras.
How to identify energy blocks within the
system using a Pendulum.
How to bring balance to the Chakra and
Aura system and therefore bring comfort to
the client.
An introduction to using Crystals for energy
balancing.
An introduction to using Colour to balance
the energy of the Chakra and Aura systems.
Understanding Meditation and the
importance of the Subconscious Mind in the
connection to Source where all Healing
comes from.

Who is this course suited to?

Who is this course best suited to?

This course is best suited to those with an
interest in Energy Anatomy and a yearning
within to help and serve others.
Ideal for beginners and those that wish to
expand on their Energy Anatomy
knowledge.
The different Learning modalities are
designed to suit the needs of the induvial
student, which is outlined below.
It is for those who want to start a healing
practice, or add energy healing to their
current healing qualifications such as Reiki
or Massage.
If your desire is to become a professional
Heart felt Therapist. This is for you.
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Introduction to the Chakra and Aura
Energy System.
What is the connection cord of Light
What causes blocks in the Energy
Field
What are the subtle bodies of the
Aura
The seven layers of the Aura
The Chakras, location, Colour,
Yin/Yang, Energy expression, the
purpose of the Chakras,
communicating with the Chakras
both physical and intuitive, and the
physical and emotional issues
associated with the Chakra system.
How to use a Pendulum
How to identify blocks within the
Chakra system.
The seven in-body Chakras
A little about Crystals and their
healing abilities.
A little about Colour and the healing
energy associated with Colour.
How to meditate with guidance
Prayers to assist you on your healing
journey.
Preparing for a Client
The Initial Consultation
After a Client Session
Client Forms
Professional Practice as a Therapist
Ethics, Legal Obligations and
Insurance
Learning NOT to Plan ahead
• Meditation

Frequently asked questions
What will my Diploma look like:

Click HERE and see our Crystal Therapy
Diploma

Which Course Should You Choose?

Use this helpful guide below to work out
which course may be more suitable for you.

Self-Learning:

I am good working alone
I have great discipline
I learn best when working alone

Self-Learning with Email Support:

I am good working alone
I have great discipline
I learn best when working alone, but I would
like the back up support to be able to
contact the tutor.

Assisted Tutoring:

I am a beginner but I’m good with a little
guidance and direction
I have some foundational energy healing
knowledge, but will benefit from one on one
contact each month.

Fully Tutored:

My objective is to become an Energy
Therapist.
I want to learn about the energy anatomy of
the human body and bring balance to a
diseased Aura system.
I want to be Tutored by a professional who
loves the Energy world.
I’m better working with others in my learning
process.
I need guidance and direction

Is this a Spiritual Course?

Yes, all energy work is of a Spiritual Nature,
as we form a connection with our Guides
and with Source in order for them to carry
out the work which we intend.

Will I become a powerful Healer?

I do not want to incorporate
Spirituality in my Crystal work:

Will Psychology and Counselling
form part of the healing work:

I cannot meditate:

I do not want to work with
'high risk' clients, Depression,
Addiction, Terminally Ill:

Is this Course accredited:

.
Your Courses are more expensive
than some others out there:

If you THINK you are a Healer, you are not.
We can only FEEL healing and that healing
occurs in a realm beyond ours.

Then this course is not suitable for you.

Yes, sometimes clients want to talk and as
a therapist, its our job to listen, sometimes
its as simple as that, whist other times we
must identify that we need to pass our client
on to a professional Counsellor.
That is perfectly OK, we will have many
guided meditation sessions so you will be
able to connect with your Guides.

That is ok, you set your intention when you
are ready to create your practice, and the
right people will be guided to you. We will
help you create that intention.
Yes, please see the accreditation page on
the web for more details. But please know
this. You must be prepared to work at a
FEELING level and not an INTELLUCTUAL
level. Your learning and connection is your
true goal, not the certificate.

Yes, because our courses have been
written and executed and are examined by
David Ellis and are not mass produced as
with many courses online. Also our course
price includes the tools required for your
work.

Your courses are in Euro,
but I am in the USA:

Do I need to buy anything
for this course:

Although our courses are priced in Euro,
overseas students are only charged the
equivalent amount in their own currency.
This is done automatically by your bank at
the time of payment, so you don't have to
do anything! Please keep in mind that
currency exchange rates do fluctuate from
time to time. Click HERE

All the tools you need are included,
however, as you grow in your confidence,
you will need new tools.

*Kit.

The value alone is self evident as the set of
tumbled stones will include 7 tumble stones,
programmed for your use. A Rose Quartz
Tea Lite Holder again programmed for you,
to light your way, A programmed pendulum
and a copy of Mind-Heart Connection by
David Ellis. Total retail value per our store
www.gemzworld.com €70

When will I receive my Tools:

Your kit will be sent on enrolment.

Can I buy additional Crystals
from you:

Yes, you can buy any Crystals from our
shop. www.GemzWorld.com and as a
student at The Atlantis Institute, you will
receive a discount code offering you 25%
discount on all Crystals and Books.

Do you offer Payment Plans:

No, unfortunately, we no longer offer
payment plans for students.

Enrolments

Are you ready to start an exciting Energy
Anatomy journey? If so, Click here: or follow
the link www.AtlantisInstitute.ie/Courses

